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Second season Fair Trade will soon hit Prime Video and Streamz

The second season of Belgian crime-drama series Fair Trade will soon launch on two different streaming services: Prime Video and Streamz.

Producer Independent Productions has delivered the six-part, second run, which is titled Fair Trade: The Road Back, to distributor Silver Mountain Distribution.
 
 The first season was a hit on VTM, VRT and Telenet’s Belgian SVoD service Streamz, with Ireland-based Silver Mountain claiming it beat U.S. series such as Mare of Easttown and The Undoing to top spot in local streaming charts.
 
 [image: Fair Trade]
 
 Prime Video, which had the first season in the Netherlands, has snapped up season two, and is planning to launch it in December. Streamz will debut it in Belgium in February 2023. Amazon’s Freevee service and Brazil’s Globoplay have also picked up season one for Germany and Austria
 
 The show is set three years aftere the first and follows outcast cop Robin de Rover (Ella June Henrard) and drug lord ‘Padre’ Paternoster (Peter Van Den Begin), who work together to find the killer of de Rover’s corrupt boss, Chief Inspector Walter Wilson (Kevin Janssens). Ukrainian actresses Kseniya Mishina and Polina Vasylina also star, along with Peter Thyssen and Sven de Ridder. 
 
 Producer, writer and director Marc Punt of Independent Productions said season two’s production “had a bumpy start as getting our Kyiv based actresses over to Belgium was a big challenge, but it all worked out fine,” adding: “I admire their bravery. They did a wonderful job.”
 
 Distributor Carey Fitzgerald’s Silver Mountain is part of Silver Mountain Productions.[image: Video on youtube]
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Latest news
[image: Michael Bradway added to season twelve of Chicago Fire]
Michael Bradway added to season twelve of Chicago Fire

NBC's Chicago Fire continues to heat up. Season twelve features Michael Bradway in a recurring role.

Today, 10:02

[image: CBS crime series S.W.A.T. (2017) comes to Netflix]
CBS crime series S.W.A.T. (2017) comes to Netflix

Netflix will soon make its umpteenth series purchase from other parties, after the success of Dexter and Suits, among others.

Today, 09:02

[image: Start date and official trailer for the final season of Evil]
Start date and official trailer for the final season of Evil

Pea soup vomit and the creepiest creatures make an appearance in the official trailer for the final season of Evil on Paramount+.

Yesterday, 16:02

[image: First-look photos and teaser for the second season of The Serpent Queen]
First-look photos and teaser for the second season of The Serpent Queen

The Serpent Queen will soon return to Starz. The cable network has released a trailer and first-look photos for season two.

Yesterday, 15:02

[image: Premiere date, teaser, first-look photos and new cast members for Hotel Cocaine]
Premiere date, teaser, first-look photos and new cast members for Hotel Cocaine

MGM+ has released a teaser for the '70s crime thriller series Hotel Cocaine and revealed the remaining cast. In addition, first-look photos and the premiere date of the eight-episode series have been released.

Yesterday, 14:02

[image: Masterpiece PBS unveils first-look photos of Wolf Hall: The Mirror and the Light]
Masterpiece PBS unveils first-look photos of Wolf Hall: The Mirror and the Light

Masterpiece PBS and the BBC have released first-look photos of Wolf Hall: The Mirror and the Light, an adaptation of the final novel in Hilary Mantel's award-winning trilogy.

Yesterday, 13:02
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